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Nancy Bennett
Radio has long been used as a tool for learning and community
adhesion. Particularly in remote regions without telephones,
people use radio to announce arrival dates, funerals and
weddings. People learn about their government’s policies and
plans on radio, and hear about events and issues in their
communities. They also use their local or community radio
stations to voice their own views. 
Radio network for Canadian farmers
In Canada, with thousands of communities isolated by the vast
distances between them, radio has been an important tool for
rural development. National public radio, the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation (CBC), was formed in the first half of
the 20th century to strengthen the nation. Canadians needed a
way to get Canadian perspectives about Canadian and
international issues, especially because of their proximity to the
powerful and far-reaching media networks of the United States. 
In the 1950s, the CBC launched a new programme that was
intended to specifically address the needs of farmers who were
spread across the country. The National Farm Radio Forum was
an interactive programme that brought farmers together on
Monday evenings to listen to the weekly broadcast. In groups, in
the kitchens or living rooms of their neighbours, farmers
discussed the programme and answered questions in a workbook
that was distributed to these organised groups. Their answers,
and their questions, were then sent to the CBC office to be used
in the following week’s programme.  
By the 1970s, the CBC’s farm radio programmes no longer
included the Forum – but the daily farm reports were still
immensely popular and important to rural listeners, and CBC’s
farm programming had gained international renown. 
Taking the experience beyond Canada
In 1974, CBC farm commentator George Atkins was invited as a
resource person to a conference in Zambia for African farm
broadcasters. There, the idea for Developing Countries Farm
Radio Network was born. Speaking with his African colleagues,
Atkins was struck by their need for practical, relevant
information for their radio programmes. Without a variety of
reliable information sources, African broadcasters were
dependent on the brochures of commercial agricultural suppliers
– often biased to promote sales of products that their listeners
could neither use nor afford. Without accurate and appropriate
information sources, how could the broadcasters provide
popular, important programmes?
On his return to Canada, Atkins devoted his efforts and time
to his idea of a network of farm radio broadcasters – a new kind
of forum that would enable them to exchange information that
was useful to their listeners, and that would support the
development of viable and environmentally sustainable
agriculture. With start-up funding from Massey Ferguson,
Atkins enlisted 36 participating broadcasters in 24 countries.
Soon, agriculture researchers and extensionists joined the effort
by providing information that was relevant to small-scale
farmers in Africa, Asia and Latin America. By the 1980s, Atkins
had left the CBC and was working full-time to achieve his vision
Connecting farmers worldwide
through radio
Radio brings information to many rural communities worldwide. Photo: Danielle Baron, JHU/CCP
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of farm radio broadcasters working in concert for rural
development and food security. The radio programmes and
scripts developed and distributed by the Toronto office, based on
contributions from the field, was limited only in number, due to
limited finances – never by information, ideas or energy. 
Worldwide radio network
Today, five hundred radio broadcasters, stations, and training
organizations in almost 100 countries participate in Developing
Countries Farm Radio Network. Almost one-half of
participating stations is in Latin America and the Caribbean;
one-third is in sub-Saharan Africa. Their programmes are heard
from the Andean mountains to the African savannah in 300
languages, and are changing farm practices all over the world. A
community garden in South Africa experimented with a bamboo
irrigation system developed by a farmer in Thailand after
hearing about it on a local farm radio programme – and has
improved its management of a scarce resource. This kind of
success is repeated over and over – a testament to the value of
information, communication, and networks. 
Keys to success
The success of any network is based on the participation and
skills of its members, and Developing Countries Farm Radio
Network is no exception. Indeed, we refer to our members as our
partners in recognition of the contribution they make. Network
partners must regularly assess the needs of their listeners and
develop radio programmes that respond to those needs. They are
responsible for finding and filtering appropriate information for
their programmes, often translating it into the local language of
broadcast, and producing entertaining and informative
programmes that attract listeners. They take a globally-relevant
topic (such as pest management, or soil conservation) and add
local information and perspective to make it understandable and
practical for the farmer tending her small plot. In a world that is
increasingly complex and interconnected – even small-scale
farmers are affected by international agreements and protocols –
the demands on farm radio broadcasters are daunting. 
Changing with the times
In response to the increasing and evolving role of radio
broadcasters working for rural development, Developing
Countries Farm Radio Network is changing. We continue to
provide reliable and relevant information – in the form of
scripts, stories and programme ideas - to broadcasters who have
limited resources for local research and production. Many of our
partners are community or small local radio stations operating
with volunteer labour, basic equipment and shoestring budgets.
They do not yet have regular access to the Internet.
We also provide custom research services to our partners who
are preparing programmes about specific issues or are
responding to listener enquiries. In the 25 years we have been
gathering information, we have built up a library that we believe
is unique in the world. With contributions from the 1000
extensionists, educational and research institutions, NGOs and
others – mostly in developing countries - with whom we have
established regular contact, we have a collection focused on
small-scale (usually tropical) agriculture, practical approaches,
experimentation and innovation. We hope, one day, to make our
catalogue available on-line and our library services available to
others working for food security and rural development. 
Building the skills and capacity of partners
Increasingly, our programme aims to develop the skills and
capacity of our partners to understand and respond to local
needs. This means that the scope of the information we deal with
is broader than it was a quarter-century ago. Once focused on
crop production, animal husbandry and nutrition, we now take a
more integrated approach that includes, for example, how small-
scale farmers can cope with HIV/AIDS, how to get and use
information about markets, or how cooperative community
models can improve rural incomes and quality of life.
Skills and capacity development also includes training. With
each package of scripts and stories we share amongst our
partners, we include training and professional development
materials. Background articles sensitize broadcasters to issues
affecting their listeners, and increase their comfort in covering
these topics. Few journalists have in-depth subject knowledge
and must be alerted to opportunities for new programming. We
regularly make organisations and other resources on specific
subjects known to our partners, both in our newsletter and on
our web site. A current project in partnership with ISNAR
(International Service for National Agricultural Research) aims
to promote increased cooperation and collaboration between
radio broadcasters and their national and local agriculture
research services. 
Other training materials promote effective communication
approaches, with an emphasis on involving the listeners as
information providers as well. While many people think of radio
as a one-way medium, we encourage broadcasters to begin with
listening, and to provide forums - through panel discussions,
taped community meetings, call-in shows, and even the on-air
reading of listeners’ letters – for public discussion and debate of
issues of interest and importance in their communities. 
Radio - unrivalled in its outreach to rural communities
Because of its unrivalled access and its low production costs,
radio is the technology that best meets the information and
communication needs of farmers, world-wide. At Developing
Countries Farm Radio Network, we will continue to support
radio broadcasters so that they can meet those needs,
strengthening small-scale farming and rural communities as
they work toward food security. 
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